We are assembling an international advisory board and, at the time of writing, have secured high-quality digital scans of many unpublished letters from Southern Illinois University Carbondale, the National Library of Ireland, the Zurich James Joyce Foundation, the Houghton Library, and the Northwestern University Library. Much archival travel remains to be undertaken; we intend to have assembled a full library of scans and to begin the work of transcription (verified against originals), translation, and annotation in the summer of 2014.
With this announcement, we invite the participation of private collectors who are in possession of any of Joyce's letters and who therefore have documents that could well represent important primary resources for the understanding of Joyce's life and writings. We can assure collectors that we will respect their wishes regarding the confidentiality of their holdings. While we believe that the contents of any of Joyce's letters could be valuable to researchers, we are prepared to honor the requirements of private collectors who prefer to keep transcriptions from the public eye, and would note in such cases that even the basic details of letters (recipient, date, place, general topic) could be of value. We invite collectors to contact any of us. Mail may be sent to: William Brockman, 329 West Pattee, University Park, PA 16802, U.S.A. Email users may prefer one of our addresses: Kevin Dettmar: kevin.dettmar@pomona.edu; William Brockman: uxb5@ psu.edu; Robert Spoo: robert-spoo@utulsa.edu.
***
Call us dreamers, but a three-volume edition of the unpublished correspondence is, potentially, just the tip of the iceberg. The current confused and unsystematic state of the published Joyce correspondence is something of a scandal. 5 In 1957, Joyce's early champion and popularizer Stuart Gilbert brought out a premature collection of 407 of Joyce's letters (and nineteen letters to Joyce), published by Viking, a trade press (LettersI). The selection process was somewhat opportunistic, with Gilbert, for the most part, publishing all the letters he knew about. He did acknowledge, however, that "[i]t has been a difficult task deciding which of the more intimate letters should be published," and explained that "I have particularly in mind the letters (and they are many) of the last eight years of Joyce's life, relating to the mental breakdown of his daughter [Lucia]" (LettersI 32). He then announced his decision "to make public several of these letters"-suggesting, of course, that others were held back (LettersI 32). The sensitivities of correspondents and family members necessarily affected the edition, and Gilbert wrote that "omissions have been made at the request, always for valid reasons, of those to whom the letters were addressed" (LettersI 39). Other omissions, however, "have been made by the editor; for the most part these affect passages relating to personal and private matters, of no general interest" (LettersI 39). Gilbert's transcriptions contain other lacunae, created when "one comes here and there on words which even those most familiar with [Joyce's] handwriting . . . are unable to decipher. Such words are indicated thus: [Illegible]" (LettersI 39). Finally, although Gilbert wrote that "[f]ootnotes have been added sparingly but, it is hoped, adequately" (LettersI 39), such has not consistently been the verdict of scholars. Letters composed in foreign languages (primarily Italian and French) are presented only in English translation.
Gilbert closed his "Note on the Editing" by stating that "there must certainly be in existence other letters which have not come to the notice of the editor and the publishers: it is to be hoped that owners of such letters will communicate with the publishers, with a view to a second edition of this book or, if enough material comes to light, a second volume." 6 In part to address the shortcomings of that debut volume, but more urgently to bring to scholars and students more than a thousand newly discovered letters, Richard Ellmann followed up, in 1966, with two additional volumes (LettersII and III). In his preface, Ellmann wrote:
Since Stuart Gilbert edited Letters of James Joyce . . . a great many new letters have been found. The two present volumes, numbered II and III, include eleven hundred and thirty-six letters from Joyce, and one hundred and ninety-seven letters from other persons addressed to Joyce or concerned with his affairs. Most of them have only recently become accessible. (LettersII xxvii) One of the most important caches of letters published in these new volumes was Joyce's correspondence with his patron Harriet Shaw Weaver, though Ellmann had to rely for copy text on Weaver's own typewritten copies, with the manuscripts under seal in the British Museum (now the British Library) until 1971. In making those transcriptions, Weaver "decided to omit" passages-on what grounds, Ellmann did not say-and he was forced to indicate these lacunae with ellipses. 7 Similarly, many of Ellmann's own transcriptions were made from "photostatic copies," admitting the possibility of various kinds of errors (LettersII xxix). And while Gilbert in 1957 had guessed that "[n]o letters from Joyce to his wife are extant, so far as I can discover," Ellmann included "[s]ixty-two letters written to Nora Barnacle Joyce," though here again family sensitivities prevented him from publishing in unexpurgated versions all the letters to which he had access (LettersI 35, LettersII xxvii). As a result, two letters that Ellmann described as "written expressly for mutual sexual excitation" were omitted, and eight others suffered "[s]ome cuts" (LettersII xxix). Other pieces of correspondence deemed by Ellmann to be of little scholarly interest-"[a]bout a hundred appointment notes, greeting cards, and other trivial communications"-were omitted (LettersII xxix).
Together these three volumes edited by Gilbert and Ellmann make up The Letters of James Joyce. More than half a century after they began to appear, those mismatched (and long out-of-print) volumes have been supplemented only by Ellmann's 1975 Selected Letters of James Joyce-described as "[t]he editor's choice of the best letters from James Joyce's three great volumes, with important additions of previously unpublished letters" (front cover)-and by Melissa Banta and Oscar A. Silverman's 1987 edition of Joyce's correspondence with Sylvia Beach. 8 Ellmann's Selected Letters added only Joyce's two previously suppressed erotic letters to Nora, along with nine other previously unpublished letters, 9 though he also used the newly available originals of the Harriet Shaw Weaver correspondence to restore elisions in those letters that he reprinted in the selected edition. Banta and Silverman's James Joyce's Letters to Sylvia Beach added 183 previously unpublished letters and telegrams from that important correspondence. And so today the student or scholar turning to Joyce's correspondence in support of research has access to 1,737 letters, edited by four different scholars (and untold, unnamed assistants), published in five different volumes (one volume of which quietly corrects errors and restores omissions in three of the other volumes). 10 In his preface to the Selected Letters, Ellmann wrote that "[a]n eventual edition of all Joyce's letters, including many not previously known, is contemplated" (SL vii); almost forty years later, however, the community of Joyce scholars and students, as well as students of modernist literature more broadly, is still waiting. With contract in hand from Oxford University Press, we are at work assembling a three-volume edition of previously unpublished letters, postcards, and telegrams. Subject to securing permission from the Joyce Estate and other rights-holders, however, what we would ideally envision is something much bigger: a proper six-volume scholarly edition of all of Joyce's known and obtainable correspondence, including all letters previously published in editions by Gilbert, Ellmann, and Banta and Silverman.
There are many reasons that a reframed six-volume edition of the complete correspondence would be preferable to simply bringing out the unpublished correspondence. As things now stand, a researcher attempting to be thorough must consult five different volumes to look at all of Joyce's published correspondence; by publishing just the unpublished correspondence, we are threatening to bring that total to eight. That would be eight volumes under four different editorial teams and employing slightly differing editorial conventions; four overlapping but differing sets of annotations; four different indices, with no one index incorporating all the correspondence; 11 and five different sets of overlapping chronological orderings of various subsets of the letters-and with errors and omissions in early volumes being corrected via collation with later volumes. Bringing out the unpublished correspondence will provide a great service to the scholarly community; but without pulling all the correspondence into a uniform scholarly edition, there will undoubtedly continue to be some confusion.
In answer to the possible objections or reservations of rightsholders, there are many good arguments for allowing a complete correspondence edition to go forward. First, no permission is required from, nor would any royalties or fees be owed to, the Estate for an edition of the unpublished correspondence, with distribution confined to the United States and Canada. That material all now exists in the United States and Canadian public domains. But an arrangement might be proposed to the Estate whereby, in exchange for permission to republish (and to a small degree re-edit) the previously published correspondence, royalties or fees could be paid not just on the copyrighted portion of the correspondence but on the entire edition: a "package deal," if you will, that would allow the Estate to benefit from substantial uncopyrighted as well as copyrighted material. This could provide an income stream to the Estate when an unpublishedonly edition would provide none. Second, since most of the previously published volumes are currently out of print (and have been for some time: there seems to be no interest on the part of the publishers in reprinting), allowing the previously published correspondence to appear in a new edition would return these non-performing assets of the Estate to the profit column. Third, the prestige of a uniform scholarly edition of the correspondence in six volumes, bearing the imprimatur of Oxford University Press, will, we believe, carry a significance of its own by framing all of the letters within the context of Joyce's correspondence as a whole. Certainly the Press's ongoing edition of The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, for instance, suggests that Joyce's correspondence will be done properly and appear in good company. Finally, an authorized complete edition could presumably be distributed in all countries, not just those in which copyrights have expired on unpublished correspondence.
We are braced, however, for the possibility that we will be confined to publishing the unpublished letters in public-domain countries, and we are excited by the prospect of making that signal contribution. The balance of Joyce's correspondence has been relegated too long to the archives. Whereas most of the known letters of Pound to Joyce have been in print for decades, 12 scores of letters from Joyce to Pound-the other side of that crucial literary collaboration-remain unpublished. Nor would the addition of three more volumes to the constellation of Joyce letters be unprecedented in modernist scholarship. Pound's letters, which are very far from being published in their entirety, are scattered over twenty or more editions, grouped according to friendships, relationships, and associations, and edited with varying degrees of thoroughness. This epistolary jigsaw has challenged Pound scholars, yet it has not prevented productive work from going forward. 13 We will soon prepare a model set of transcriptions and annotations from a range of Joyce's unpublished correspondence, a selection that will suggest the richness of the unpublished materials and will represent, as well, various periods in Joyce's career and letters from some of his richest sustained correspondences. These transcriptions will then be used as part of an application for a National Endowment of the Humanities Scholarly Editions and Translations Grant.
Much remains to be decided about the ultimate scope of this Joyce editorial project-whether three or six volumes-but at its irreducible core, we will be gathering, transcribing, annotating, and publishing approximately 1,800 previously unpublished pieces of Joyce's correspondence. This material will be of greatest interest to scholars, and, logically, that is where the editorial work has begun. My dear Pound: I have been suffering rather badly from an attack of rheumatism which I have succeeded in keeping out of my eyes so far. Miss Weaver writes that Mr Pinker has not yet drawn up the agreement. I have written to him instructing him to do so at once and to her informing her that if he does not I shall send her a blank signed agreement which he can fill in later at her dictation. As regards terms I have instructed him to accept unconditionally, subject to his commission, whatever terms she is able to propose. She writes that four printing firms have refused to print my novel. One (Messrs Clay and Sons) accepted at first and then refused. She writes also that an ex-clerk of Messrs Maunsel and Co of Dublin who, it seems, is now in the employment of The Egoist informs her that if my book is not published before 1 April (All Fools' Day) it cannot be published this spring. Possibly he can say also who paid the Irish printer, Falconer, and for £70 to burn the first edition of my book of stories. I confess that I find the re-emergence of this name a bad omen.
Mr Pinker, I presume, is still "doing his best" with the verses and the play I sent him. If a printer is found and time is limited would you read the proofs for me? In return if you like I shall correct the proofs of your next book. If you cannot I suggest that some reader be found and the fee charged to me. In any case I want the book to be published this spring as, until it is out of the way, I cannot continue what I am writing. I had just begun again and now this bad news comes to obstruct me. I am sending this letter express to your address in London to save time. Have you any news from Poetry or from Drama? I hope that if your article has appeared in the latter review it may be possible for you to print my play when you become editor of your new review. I hope (not only for my sake) that its prospects are still good. I hope also that you are in good health. I wish I could say as much for myself. I could scarcely walk last week but I do not care so long as I do not get a relapse of iritis. Today I feel much better. Perhaps it is due to the stimulus of this bad news.
With very kind regards sincerely yours James Joyce 10 March 1916
To Ezra Pound, 1 November 1918, ALS: Beinecke Library Two years later, A Portrait and Exiles had been published (in 1916 and 1918, respectively) , Joyce was well into the composition of Ulysses (which had already begun serial publication in The Little Review) and was seeking to have Exiles produced on-stage. Even at this early point, he was considering a French printer for the eventual book version of Ulysses.
Universitätsstrasse 29 III
Zurich (Switzerland)
Dear Pound: I hope you are not ill with this bad epidemic as it is a long time since I heard from you. I am glad to say we are all well and I trust all with you are the same. The above is my new address. It was rather difficult to find quarters but luckily (through my milkman) I got rooms in the same street. I sent you lately the 8th episode (Lestrygonians) and before that the 7th (Eolus) but have had no acknowledgement of receipt. Miss Weaver wrote lately and said that she had not received this episode from you. I hope to be able to send you the ninth episode (Scylla and Charybdis) shortly. Enclosed are some extra press notices of my former book. Molto fumo e poco arrosto for only 40 copies seem to have been sold this year. I should be pleased to receive from you copies of the Little Review for August, September and October. I hope the chapters have appeared intact.
I sent you also a presentation copy of Exiles which I hope you got. I wrote once or twice to Yeats and to Mr Sturge Moore about its production but have received no reply. My agent (at my request) sent copies also to Pioneer Players and to Miss Horniman. No reply. I have heard nothing from my publisher in New York either as to the sales of this book or the press notices in America or its production there. I should like to put the play into the hands of some active agent. A Mr Marion L Bloom wrote to me a long time ago but my illness made me forget his proposal. The name is rather curious, is it not? But so many of these strange coincidences happen. Whether he would like to take on the representation for Ulysses is I suppose doubtful. Messrs Crès and Co, Boul' S. Germain have placed their printer at the disposal of my publisher whoever or wherever he be when and if Ulysses is published.
Miss Weaver wrote that a Mr Fels wanted to do a French translation. It will appear I presume together with Mr Davray's article. I wrote also to Mr Linati about an Italian version and a Miss Maag wrote about a Danish translation. I had also a letter from Mr George Brandes asking for a copy of the book. I had none to send him.
My delay in sending you Exiles is due to the slowness of my publisher in forwarding copies. But perhaps transit of books is long and difficult. I think you do not admire the play but perhaps you will accept it in the way I mean it.
With kind regards to Mrs Pound and yourself from us all and best wishes for your continued good health.
sincerely yours James Joyce 1/xi/918 7 Revisiting the question in 1975, Ellmann wrote that the deletions "were needed principally because of her sympathy for Joyce, her modesty about her own role in his life, and her reluctance to consider money matters important" (SL viii).
8 Melissa Banta and Oscar A. Silverman, eds., James Joyce's Letters to Sylvia Beach, 1921 -1940 (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1987 . 9 While, in the first paragraph of the preface, Ellmann claimed that the Selected Letters compilation contains "ten letters not published before," in the following three paragraphs he went on to identify eleven: two to Lady Gregory; one to Ezra Pound; one to Stanislaus Joyce; two to Nora Joyce; and five to Harriet Shaw Weaver (p. vii).
10 This census does not account for letters published in full or in part in periodicals, catalogs, or other selective venues. 11 We do intend, however, to index the previously published volumes as part of our edition.
12 See Forrest Read, ed., Pound/Joyce: The Letters of Ezra Pound to James Joyce (New York: New Directions, 1967) , and Spoo, "Unpublished Letters of Ezra Pound to James, Nora, and Stanislaus Joyce," JJQ, 32 (Spring-Summer 1995), 533-81. 13 One of us has contributed to that jigsaw. See Omar Pound and Spoo,
